
  

 Trust in Waves 

An introduction to packet radio with AX.25 
and elliptic curve cryptography
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https://brannon.online/sec-shell.pdf
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 Data over Radio 
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Most people associate “radio” with voice transmissions, but from the 
beginning, radio has always been about transmitting arbitrary data from one 
place to another.

This started with with experiments in “wireless telegraphy” (which actually 
predate radio) that lead to standard protocols like Morse code. Today, we have 
a diverse range of digital radio networks like cellular CDMA + GSM, 802.11 WiFi, 
Bluetooth & BTLE, XigBee, GPS, Digital broadcast television, etc.

In this talk/workshop, we’ll be taking a look at some older, inefficient, and 
cheap means of transmitting data over radio by encoding it first as audio.

https://brannon.online/


  

 Electromagnetic Spectrum
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“Radio is the technology of using radio waves to carry information, such 
as sound and images, by systematically modulating properties of 
electromagnetic energy waves transmitted through space, such as their 
amplitude, frequency, phase, or pulse width.”

- 469 editors on Wikipedia

https://brannon.online/


  



  



  



  

We’re using this today



  



  



  



  

https://bit.ly/ballys-freqs



  

 Audio Frequency Modulation 
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Audio frequency-shift keying (AFSK) is a form of 
digital modulation that represents binary 1s and 
0s by changes in the pitch of an audio tone.

AFSK defines the modulation technique but it 
doesn’t define the transmission medium. Old 
telephone modems use the exact same type of 
AFSK that we’ll use over radio waves. 

Common bit rates for AFSK encoded data 
transmission of radio include 300, 600, and 1200 
baud.

 

https://brannon.online/


  

Encoding digital data as audio is slow, but 
it allows us to re-purpose existing 
systems that can receive or play audio, 
like cheap hand-held radios and walkie 
talkies.

All you need for a simple packet radio 
transmission setup is:

1. A cheap VHF/UHF radio like the Baofeng UV-5R.

2. A computer with audio input and output.

3. An audio cable that connects the computer’s 
output to the radio’s input and vice versa. 

 

https://brannon.online | @brannondorsey
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 Packet Radio 
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Packet Radio builds on top of digital modes like AFSK to group information into 
logical packets and frames, similar to TCP/IP. In fact, TCP/AX.25 is very common 
in the packet radio scene.

AX.25 (Amateur X.25) is the link-layer protocol of choice. It provides both 
connected and connectionless modes and uses amateur radio call signs as 
addresses. 

 

https://brannon.online/
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 TNC 
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A Terminal Node Controller (TNC) is required for packet radio operation. The TNC 
is the modem that converts data to audio and vice versa. 

A TNC also acts like a network switch, assembling and dissasembling frames and 
packets. You send the TNC a packet of data, and it monitors the simplex channel 
and decides when to send that packet over radio.

 

 

Computer TNC Radio

Serial 
(KISS protocol)

Audio

https://brannon.online/


  



  



  



  

Automatic Packet Reporting System
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A global packet radio network supporting GPS, weather station telemetry, text 
messages, announcements, bulletin boards and more. APRS data is often 
displayed on a map, showing stations, objects, tracks of moving objects, and 
direction finding data. 

 

 

144.39 MHz
1200 baud

https://brannon.online/


  



  



  

 Chattervox 
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Chattervox is a packet radio chat protocol with support for digital signatures 
and binary compression; think IRC over radio waves.

It’s a new protocol with a reference implementation and command-line 
interface written in TypeScript.

In the United States, it's illegal to broadcast encrypted messages on amateur 
radio frequencies. Chattervox respects this law, while using elliptic curve 
cryptography and digital signatures to protect against message spoofing.

https://brannon.online/


  

Section (4) Music using a phone emission except as specifically 
provided elsewhere in this section; communications intended to 
facilitate a criminal act; messages encoded for the purpose of 
obscuring their meaning, except as otherwise provided herein; 
obscene or indecent words or language; or false or deceptive 
messages, signals or identification.

FCC Title 47 Part §97.113 

Prohibited transmissions

https://brannon.online | @brannondorsey
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 Packet Encapsulation 
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AX.25 Frame
Frame Type (UI)
Source Address

Destination Address
Payload:

Chattervox Packet
Magic header
Packet Version

ECDSA Signature
Payload (compressed)

https://brannon.online/


  

 Legal 
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It’s illegal for non-licensed individuals to transmit on amateur frequency 
bands. There are, however, clauses that allow unlicensed individuals to speak, 
key/type, or otherwise transmit communication on behalf of a licensed 
amateur while they are under the direct supervision of a licensed control 
operator (Third Party Traffic). In other words, unlicensed peeps can group up 
with licensed folks.

Alternatively, the Multi-User Radio Service (MURS) provides 5 frequency 
channels in the VHF band that are licensed by rule, meaning anyone can use 
them without a license, provided they follow the rules.

Some MURS rules:

Blue Dot MURS-4, 154.570 MHz
Green Dot MURS-5, 154.600 MHz

2 Watts Power
Minimize interference

Voice, data, image, telemetry allowed
Repeaters & signal boosters NOT allowed

https://brannon.online/


  

 Frequencies 
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144.39 MHz
APRS

145.0 MHz
Chattervox 1

145.5 MHz
Chattervox 2

154.57 MHz
Blue Dot MURS 4

154.6 MHz
Green Dot MURS 5

APRS    CTVX 1    CTVX 2    MURS 4    MURS 5

https://brannon.online/


  

 Baofeng UV-5R 
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Frequency Ranges:
136-174MHz (VHF)

 400-520MHz (UHF)

Bandwidth: 
25KHz on WIDE
12.5KHz on NARROW

Power Output:
5W on HIGH
1W on LOW

Features:
VOX & PTT
128 Programmable Channels
Flashlight

 

The best (and only) RX/TX radio money can buy for $25.

Made by a Chinese company that doesn’t have to 
manufacture their radios to US standards.

Probably the most controversial radio on the scene. 
People either love them or hate them. In August 2018 
the FCC issued citations to US distributors on Amazon.

 

https://brannon.online/


  

 VOX & Squelch 
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Simplex radios like the Baofeng can’t receive and transmit at the same time. 
They can either be listening or speaking, but not both. All transmitters in a 
conversation share one frequency and they have to take turns speaking.

VOX stands for Voice Operated Transmit. It uses a radio’s microphone to 
conditionally trigger transmit functionality as soon as input is detected. This is 
in contrast to Push to Talk (PTT) operation where the user (or computer) 
explicitly signals that they’d like to transmit.

Squelch sets a noise floor that must be broken by a transmitter in order for a 
receiving radio to sonify the signal.

If VOX is on squelch must be on as well.

https://brannon.online/


  

 Installing Chattervox 
Chattervox is currently fully supported on Linux, kind of supported on MacOS*, 
and not yet probably supported on Windows. Chattervox requires a software or 
hardware TNC to operate.

# clone, build, and install the Direwolf TNC
git clone https://github.com/wb2osz/direwolf
cd direwolf
make
sudo make install
make install-conf

# install node via the node version manager
curl -o- https://raw.githubusercontent.com/creationix/nvm/v0.34.0/install.sh | bash
source ~/.bashrc # or ~/.bash_profile
nvm install v8 # install node version 8

# install chattervox
npm install -g --cli chattervox

*https://bit.ly/chattervox-macos



  



  



  

# open the chat room
chattervox chat

# send a packet from the command-line
chattervox send "this is a chattervox packet sent from the command-line."

# receive *all* packets and print them to stdout
chattervox receive --allow-all

# generate a new public/private key pair, and use it as your default signing key
chattervox genkey --make-signing

# add a friend's public key to your keyring, so that chattervox can verify their messages
chattervox addkey KC3LZO \
044da0d4c38bed6e5bc418231cb2dca4f690d858d36c38a032732553b76262a1adfccf588b6c1f9d7734b1bbce90914f82

# remove a friend's public key if it has become compromised 
chattervox removekey KC3LZO \ 
0489a1d94d700d6e45508d12a4eb9be93386b5b30feb2b4aa07836398781e3d444e04b54a6e01cf752e54ef423770c00a6

# print all keys in your keyring
chattervox showkey

 Basic Usage



  

 Chattervox Key Registry 
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Discussion on GitHub issues lead to the creation of a centralized “key server” 
where hams can register and share their keys via a secure channel.

For now, keys are added via pull requests to the chattervox-keys repository.
(https://bit.ly/chattervox-keys)

The list of active and revoked keys is maintained and hosted on GitHub.

Future versions of Chattervox may allow you to automatically sync your local 
key store with these lists. Non-centralized key servers may also be explored in 
the future.

https://brannon.online/
https://bit.ly/chattervox-keys
https://raw.githubusercontent.com/brannondorsey/chattervox-keys/master/active.tsv
https://raw.githubusercontent.com/brannondorsey/chattervox-keys/master/revoked.tsv


  

 Chattervox Examples 
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I’ve created a collection of example applications and use cases for the 
Chattervox protocol @ https://bit.ly/chattervox-examples
 
    Low-Fi Time Server: Broadcast a time stamp beacon at regular intervals
    A weather broadcast station: Pulls local weather data from the Internet  

and broadcasts it via Chattervox
    Breaking news headlines: Pulls breaking news headlines from the Internet 

and broadcasts them via Chattervox (technically illegal on Amateur 
Frequencies)

    Remote shell: Use Chattervox to control a remote computer via Bash
    Zork: Play the famous text adventure game over packet radio

https://brannon.online/
https://bit.ly/chattervox-examples


  



  

 What is an Elliptic Curve? 
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An elliptic curve is the set of points that are described by the equation…

Elliptic curves are defined by two variables, a and b.

Curves are more general than functions and allow multiple y output values to 
exist for each x input value.

y2 = x3 + ax + b 

https://brannon.online/


  



  

P + Q = -R



  



  

Elliptic curves have a base point G. The private key is a random scalar dA that is G 
multiplied by to produce the public key QA.

Private Key (scalar)
fccefae6a899e93b68c0ce7d6552449b6ef5b61ef0d26d78

Puplic Key (vector)
pubic_key = curve_base_point * private_key

04427306E1725abb009991a132bc5a9346de5531915d8946d591fdfa8825bbc037ad8f818b043e6d9994ad58e64a405368

public_key_format = concat(“04”, x, y)

 Elliptic Curve Key Generation 



  



  

That’s an “E” �



  

 ECDSA 
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The ECDSA Signature Algorithm 
creates a point (r, s) using a 
message, a private key (dA), and 
a curve.

e = SHA256(message)
z = left_bits(e, bit_length(n))
k = random(1, n-1)
(x, y) = k * G
r = x mod n
s = k-1 * (z + r * dA) mod n

signature = (r, s)

The ECDSA Verification Algorithm 
verifies that curve point (r, s) 
was derived from a message, 
and the unknown private key (dA) 
associated with a known public 
key (QA).

e = SHA256(message)
z = left_bits(e, bit_length(n))
w = s-1 mod n
u1 = z * w mod n
u2 = r * w mod n
(x, y) = u1 * G + u2 * QA

is_valid if r  ≡ x mod n

https://brannon.online/


  

https://github.com/brannondorsey
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 Thanks 
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